Microscope Slide Cabinet

from Quincy Lab

The Quincy Lab Slide Cabinet was designed for pathological laboratories,
doctors' offices, and research institutions that require protected, compact,
organized micro-slide storage.

Sturdy and Stackable
Made of heavy-gauge steel, the Quincy
Slide Cabinet features a baked-on, rustresistant, enamel finish that is specifically
finished in a smooth "non-textured" surface
for easy cleaning. The cabinets are
stackable using interlocking tabs. The slide
cabinet is also compatible with other
cabinets on the market and can be stacked
interchangeably. Each cabinet has six
individual drawers and holds up to 5,000
standard 3" x 1" glass slides. A base unit,
sold separately, provides solid support for
the cabinet and rests on scratch-proof
rubber feet. Cabinet and base are available
in standard beige (shown at right), or
Quincy clean-room ivory.

Organized Storage
The drawers have black phenolic pull kobs
for convenience. Drawers have a safety
stop to eliminate falling out when extended,
however, they are easily removed for
moving to a work station by simply tipping
upward when fully extended. Foam rubber
dividers keep slides upright when drawers
are partially filled. Identification tabs are
included for labeling.

Each slide cabinet is fully inspected before
shipment and is packaged using recyclable,

2 slide cabinets
with base unit

Model #

100SCK-I

Color

Standard Beige

Clean-Room Ivory

Cabinet dim.
(cm)

18.75"w x 15.75"d x 4.88"h

18.75"w x 15.75"d x 4.88"h

(47.6 x 40.0 x 12.4)

(47.6 x 40.0 x 12.4)

Base #

100SCB-B

100SCKB-I

Base dim.
(cm)

18.75"w x 15.75"d x 2.63"h

18.75"w x 15.75"d x 2.63"h

(47.6 x 40.0 x 6.7)

(47.6 x 40.0 x 6.7)

Drawer #

100SCDK-B

100SCDK-I

Shipping Wt.
(Cabinet)
Shipping Wt.
(Base)

25.5 LBS / 11.6 KG

25.5 LBS / 11.6 KG

8 LBS / 3.6 KG

8 LBS / 3.6 KG

Contact your dealer or Quincy Lab Inc. 800-482-HEAT
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100SCK-B

Fax 773-622-2282

www.quincylab.com

